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Abstract—In this paper, we leverage two large-scale real-world
datasets to provide the first results on the limits of predictability
of cellular data traffic demands generated by individual users
over time and space. Using information theory tools, we measure
the maximum predictability that any algorithm has potential to
achieve. We first focus on the predictability of mobile traffic
consumption patterns in isolation. Our results show that it is
theoretically possible to anticipate the individual demand with
a typical accuracy of 85% and reveal that this percentage is
consistent across all user types. Then, we analyze the joint
predictability of the traffic demands and mobility patterns. We
find that the two dimensions are correlated, which improves the
predictability upper bound to 90% on average.

Index Terms—Fundamental limits; user mobility; user data
traffic; call detail records; performance analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION

The quantitative understanding of human behavior (e.g.,
user’s whereabouts or data traffic) has recently emerged as
a central question in multi-disciplinary research [1]. The
performance of any practical technique that aims at anticipating
human behaviors is bounded by predictability, measuring to
what degree a specific behavior can be foreseen. In the area of
wireless communication, the predictability bound of mobile data
traffic predictors opens new opportunities to network operators
to (i) manage their resources in advance, (ii) accommodate the
future demand at lower maintenance and operational costs, and
(iii) define traffic plans that are better tailored to users’ needs.
Also, the predictability bound contributes to the understanding
of human nature as well as the design of effective prediction
algorithms.

In this paper, we analyze the traffic predictability from
the viewpoint of individual users instead of base stations or
aggregated perspective [2], [3]. For mobile phone users, the
regularity of their Internet traffic, which drives the predictability
together with randomness, is not only reflected by statistical
measures of their consumed data volumes [4] but also by
their whereabouts [5]. However, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no analysis of (i) how per-user regularity of mobile
data traffic is translated into actual predictability, or (ii) the
associated impacts brought by jointly considering users’ visited
locations.

We aim at filling the gap above, and provide a first inves-
tigation of the predictability of mobile data traffic generated
by individual users. Specifically, we focus on data traffic

volume, i.e., the amount of bytes generated by the mobile
services consumed by a given user. Overall, our study allows
answering an important question: to what degree is the
individual consumption of mobile data traffic predictable?

We address this problem by studying the variation in
individual’s mobile data traffic over time and space and
investigating its predictability limits by using tools from
information theory. In summary, our contributions are:
• We provide a first study of the predictability of mobile data

traffic usage from the viewpoint of individual users. Our
work is powered by two large-scale real-world datasets,
presented in Sec. II.

• We derive a promising upper bound (85%) to the perfor-
mance of practical algorithms for the prediction of the
volume of mobile data traffic from the user’s historical
usage. Details are provided in Sec. III.

• We also introduce a first investigation on the power of
jointly forecasting when, where, and how much mobile
data traffic is generated by individual users. We observe
that the strong correlation between mobility and mobile
service usage leads to a performance gain on the upper
predictability bound from 85% to 90%. Details are
provided in Sec. IV.

• Our discussion about the cause of the high (joint)
predictability sheds light on the design of predicting
algorithms. Details are provided in Sec. V.

II. DATA OVERVIEW

Our study is based on the observation across the population
of approximately 45K mobile phone users during a consecutive
period of 92 days in 2014. Footprints and Internet data traffic
demands are provided by two anonymous datasets having the
same hashed users’ identifiers, respectively:

1) CDR (Call Detail Record) dataset: A CDR entry is logged
once a user initiates or receives a voice call [1]. Each CDR
entry contains the user’s identifier, the call start time and the
handling cell tower location. The users and their CDRs are
collected from a major cellular operator in a metropolitan area
where a cell tower covers around 2 km2 on average, leading
to a fair spatial granularity in localizing the users.

2) Internet data session dataset: This dataset describes how
the users generate Internet data traffic through their devices
and consists of Internet data sessions. Every data session is



established upon the allocation of a radio channel for the
exchange of IP traffic, and it ends after an idle period over the
same channel. Each session entry contains the user’s identifier,
the volume of upload and download data (in KiloBytes) and
the session start time.

Those 45K users meet the followng criteria: (i) they have
visited at least 2 locations; (ii) they have CDR-based footprints
in at least 20% of the observing hours; (iii) they establish
sessions in at least 73 days (i.e., 80% of the observing period).
The criteria ensures statistical significance of our analysis.

Given the two datasets, we compute representative discretized
time series of data traffic volumes Svolu and of locations Slocu

per user as follows:
1) Volume processing: The Internet session dataset allows

processing sessions and quantizing volume in a straight-
forward way. Hence, for a user u ∈ U (where U is the
user set), her volume time series, represented as Svolu =
{v1u, v2u, . . . , viu, . . . , vTu }, is computed by aggregating the
volume of traffic from all her sessions recorded during each
one-hour interval. Particularly, the observing period is divided
into T = 24 hours/day × 92 days = 2208 intervals, and viu
describes the usage of data traffic of the user u in the ith

interval and is symbolized as one of the eight quantization
intervals: 0 (idle), (1, 10), (10, 102), . . . , (106, 107) in KB.

2) Location processing: An imputation is necessary be-
fore processing CDRs because the mobility information
is actually incomplete. For that, we firstly apply the
stop-by-spothome approach, a CDR completion approach
introduced in [6]. This significantly increases the temporal
coverage of CDRs, particularly overnight, without affecting
the localization precision. Then for a user u, his movement
is represented by a time series of locations as Slocu =
{`1u, `2u, . . . , `iu, . . . , `Tu }, where `iu is the location of u in the
ith one-hour interval. On each interval, `iu is the cell tower
location where the user u spend the most time or unknown
if the user has no calls during the interval. Slocu and Svolu of
each user cover the same observing period and thus have the
same length. For more details on the data and preprocessing,
we refer the reader to the full paper [7].

III. PREDICTABILITY OF MOBILE DATA TRAFFIC

We first study the predictability of the mobile data traffic
generated by individual subscribers by focusing on the forecast
of traffic volume in isolation.
Methodology: For each user, we consider her Svolu as a
consecutive sequence of sampled from a corresponding
model describing how she generates data traffic. Given the
model, we then estimate the entropy rate as Hu(V ) =
limt→∞H(V t

u |V t−1
u , · · · , V 1

u ) from the Svolu as a prepositive
step of measuring the predictability. The entropy rate measures
the average uncertainty of anticipating data traffic quantization
as V

(·)
u on each interval. Hereby, we derive four variants of

the entropy rate from different models, as follows:
• The random entropy rate is formulated as H rand

u (V ) ≡
log2 N , where N is the number of distinct quantizations
of traffic volumes, derived from an equally probable and
time-independent model.

• The temporal-uncorrelated entropy rate is formulated as
Hunc

u (V ) ≡ −∑
v∈V P (v) log2 P (v) where the user’s
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Fig. 1. (a) Distributions of the random entropy H rand
u (V ), the temporal-

uncorrelated entropy Hunc
u (V ), the nonzero-temporal-uncorrelated entropy

Hn0
u (V ), and the entropy rate Hu(V) as observed in the individual traffic

demand. (b) Equivalent distributions of the upper bounds on the predictability
Πrand

u (V ), Πunc
u (V ), Πn0

u (V ) and Πmax
u (V).

traffic follows a heterogeneous and time-independent
model. This entropy rate characterizes the heterogeneity of
a mobile demand model that has no temporal correlations,
hence its name.

• The nonzero-temporal-uncorrelated entropy rate is based
on the same model of Hunc

u (V ), but it is limited to those
cases when the user is not idle. Formally, it is Hn0

u (V ) ≡
−∑

v∈V/{0} P (v|v 6= 0) log2 P (v|v 6= 0). It captures
the heterogeneity of the traffic volume exchanged during
active hours only, yet still ignoring temporal correlations.

• Finally, the actual entropy rate, denoted by Hu(V), is
estimated based on Lempel-Ziv compression [8], where
the data traffic is considered to follow a stochastic process
without other constraints. This entropy rate depends not
only on the frequency of appearance of each discretized
traffic volume but also on the order in which they appear,
capturing the temporal order presented in a subscriber’s
traffic usage pattern.

The entropy rate and predictability are negatively correlated
variables: a behavior with low (or high) uncertainty is highly (or
little) predictable. Mathematically, given an entropy rate variant
H , its predictability Π satisfies Π ≤ Φ−1(H) where Φ(x) ≡
(1− x)log(N − 1)− x log x− (1− x) log(1− x) and Φ−1(x)
is its inverse function [9]. In our context, the upper bound of
Π is an estimation of the maximum achievable accuracy in
the prediction of the mobile traffic demand, given a particular
model. Hence, four upper bounds for the predictability, i.e..,
Πmax

u (V), Πrand
u (V ), Πunc

u (V ), and Πn0
u (V ), are calculated from

the entropy rates.
Results: Let us start by considering the PDF of H rand

u (V ) in
Fig. 1(a). It peaks at H rand

u (V ) ≈ 2.7 which indicates that
on average, the quantization level of traffic volume can be
represented by at most three bits per time interval of new
information; that is, a user who randomly demand traffic can
generate traffic on average in 2H

rand
u (V ) = 23 ≈ 8 quantization

levels. This phenomenon is normal, as most of users have eight
traffic volume quantization levels (up to 10GB/hr). When the
temporal-uncorrelated entropy, i.e., Hunc

u (V ), is concerned, a
sizable shift of probability occurs: the uncertainty decreases
to 2H

unc
u (V ) = 21.63 ≈ 3. Under this model, each user tends

to generate traffic that is described by just three quantization
levels out of the eight available.

Interestingly, idle time intervals do not bias such regularity.



Indeed, the PDF of Hn0
u (V ) overlaps well to that of Hunc

u (V ),
suggesting that the considerations above also hold when only
time intervals with data sessions are considered. However,
our main result is the significant shift presented by the PDF
of Hu(V), which peaks at 0.97. When taking the temporal
ordering of data sessions into account, one can reduce the
uncertainty to just two quantization levels.

The probability distributions in Fig. 1(b) confirm these find-
ings and provide upper numerical bounds to the predictability
of the mobile data traffic demand generated by individual
subscribers. We observe that Πrand

u (V ) peaks at 0.16, i.e.,
it is very hard to guess the volume of traffic generated by
such a stochastic model. The predictability grows for Πunc

u (V )
and Πn0

u (V ), which peak at 0.69 and 0.66, respectively. More
importantly, Πmax

u (V) indicates that the demand of a subscriber
can be possibly predicted within 85% accuracy on average. It
means that in only 15% of the time does the subscriber generate
a traffic volume in a manner that appears to be random, but in
the remaining 85% of the time, we could hope to predict her
volume. This result proves, for the first time, that the traffic
volume which subscribers generate via their mobile devices is
highly predictable.

IV. JOINT PREDICTABILITY OF TRAFFIC AND MOBILITY

We further study the joint predictability of future mobile
data traffic volume and visited locations, on a per-user basis.
We investigate how predictable is the combination of how
much traffic is generated by a mobile phone user and where
this happens. Note that the temporal dimension, i.e., when
the mobile data traffic is consumed, is implicitly taken into
account by the temporal correlation in the definition of the
predictability upper bound.
Methodology: Firstly, as in Sec. III, we leverage Slocu to
calculate two entropy rate variants on subscribers’ mobility:
the temporal-uncorrelated entropy rate Hunc

u (L) and the actual
entropy rate Hu(L) and their corresponding upper bounds on
the predictability Πunc

u (L) and Πmax
u (L).

Secondly, from a user’s Slocu and Svolu , we compute two
joint entropy variants that consider the user’s volume and
location together. The temporal-uncorrelated entropy rate
Hunc

u (V,L) ≡ −∑
v∈V,l∈L P (v, l) log2 P (v, l) determines the

joint heterogeneity of the user’s location and traffic volume.
The joint actual entropy rate Hu(V,L) is defined as the actual
entropy rate of the joint stationary process that generates Svolu

and Slocu . It expresses the combined uncertainty of a user’s
location and traffic volume at a given time instant, considering
his previous history of movements and mobile service usage.
Also, the corresponding predictability upper bounds Πunc

u (V,L)
and Πmax

u (V,L) are calculated.
We also measure the conditional entropy rate as Hu(V|L) ≡

Hu(V,L)−Hu(L) and the temporal-uncorrelated conditional
entropy rate as Hunc

u (V |L) ≡ Hunc
u (V,L)−Hunc

u (L) along with
their corresponding predictability upper bounds, respectively.
The conditional variants corresponds to the case that only the
traffic volume is forecast, assuming knowledge of the past and
current locations.
Results: Fig. 2 summarizes results with respect to the uncer-
tainty and predictability of traffic volume and mobility, for
different ways of bringing together the two dimensions of
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Fig. 2. (a) Distributions of the different flavors of temporal-uncorrelated entropy
variants: Hunc

u (V, L), Hunc
u (V ) +Hunc

u (L) and Hunc
u (V |L). (b) Distributions

of the different flavors of entropy rates: Hu(V), Hu(V) + Hu(V) and
Hu(V|L). (c) Distributions of the predictability upper bounds Πunc

u (V, L),
Πunc

u (L) · Πunc
u (L) and Πunc

u (V |L) based on the corresponding temporal-
uncorrelated entropies. (d) Distributions of the predictability upper bounds
Πmax

u (V,L), Πmax
u (V) ·Πmax

u (L) and Πmax
u (V|L) based on the corresponding

entropy rates.

traffic volumes and locations. Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(c) refer to
temporal-uncorrelated versions, whereas Fig. 2(b) and Fig. 2(d)
concern our actual measures of interest.

A first interesting remark is that Hunc
u (V,L) and Hunc

u (V ) +
Hunc

u (L) in Fig. 2(a), and consequently Πunc
u (V,L) and

Πunc
u (V ) · Πunc

u (L) in Fig. 2(c), are nearly indistinguishable.
Instead, Hu(V,L) and Hu(V) +Hu(L) in Fig. 2(b), and con-
sequently Πmax

u (V,L) and Πmax
u (L)·Πmax

u (V) in Fig. 2(d), show
significant differences. Hence, there exists some correlation
between the mobility and traffic volume consumption processes,
and such correlation mainly emerges when considering – and
it is thus driven by – the temporal ordering of events. As
observed in Fig. 2(d), a joint prediction of the next consumed
amount of traffic and of the future location where this occurs
can yield a better accuracy than forecasting the two separately,
when knowledge of the previous actions of the individual is
taken into account. The shift between Πmax

u (L) ·Πmax
u (V) and

Πmax
u (V,L) is of 10% on average.
More importantly, we note that the mean value of Πmax

u (V,L)
is at 0.88, with the probability mass above 0.8 and a noticeable
peak at 0.98. Therefore, our main conclusion is that it is
possible to anticipate how much mobile data traffic (as an
order of magnitude) will be consumed by a given user and
where this will occur in a very effective manner (i.e., with an
88% accuracy on average), by knowing the past history of
activities of the target individual.

If the available information about each user increases, and
the location information can be precisely established, one can
remove the uncertainty about the mobility dimension. This
would improve the accuracy of the prediction, which occurs
in both temporal-uncorrelated and actual cases, as shown in
Fig. 2. The plot in Fig. 2(d) also portrays the range of the



(a) Example: User 1 (b) Relative Cohesion

Fig. 3. (a) An Example of mapping a user’s sessions mapped the three-
dimensional space. (b) CDF of each cluster’s relative cohesion on the three
dimensions. Figure best viewed in colors.

predictability gain: by comparing Πmax
u (V|L) with Πmax

u (V) in
Fig. 1(b), we observe that including location information in the
prediction process allows forecasting the future consumption of
mobile data traffic with 5% higher accuracy, pushing the overall
performance from 85% to 90%. Hence, our second conclusion
is that using knowledge of the spatio-temporal trajectories of
users can further improve the design of a prediction model
targeting individual traffic volume consumption. Yet, the gain
is not dramatic with respect to a technique that only relies on
temporal information.

V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Discussion: In order to understand the cause of the high
(joint) predictability observed in Sec. IV, we map each user’s
Internet sessions into a three-dimensional space of location,
time, and volume, so as to have an intuitive spatiotemporal
representation. Each session becomes then a point p(l, t, v)
into this space. Note that we express l as the linear ordering
of the corresponding bidimentional locations, as returned by
Optics [10]: a density-based cluster algorithm that places
spatially close bidimentional locations as neighbors in the
ordering l. Time t is expressed by hours with decimals from 0
to 24, where the date is ignored. Volume v is the magnitude
of the traffic volume, i.e., log10(·). This mapping reveal how
a user generates mobile Internet sessions. In Fig. 3(a), most
sessions are aggregated on two major locations (30 and 60),
probably mapping to home and working place according to
their time of visits. Sessions containing data traffic over 10MB
mainly occur at the location 30 during nighttime.

To quantitatively investigate the 3D space representa-
tion of p(l, t, v) points, we use DBScan [11] to cluster
each user’s sessions in the three-dimensional space. For
the clustering, a weighted euclidean distance is measured
between every two points p1(l1, t1, v1) and p2(l2, t2, v2),
where the distance of each dimension is computed as fol-
lows: (i) dist(location)(p1, p2) = ωl|l1 − l2|geo in kilome-
ters; (ii) dist(time)(p1, p2) = ωt|t1 − t2| in hours; (iii)
dist(volume)(p1, p2) = ωv|v1−v2| (|log10 Vol1

Vol2
|). Each distance

is applied to 99% percentile normalization. For each cluster
shown in Fig. 3(a), we then use the relative cohesion (RC) to
quantify the contribution of each dimension to a given cluster

as RC(∗) =
∑

p∈C dist(∗)(p,c)2∑
p∈C dist(p,c)2 , where C and c respectively rep-

resent the cluster and its centroid c = (lcentroid, tmean, vmean).
The RCs of the three dimensions satisfy RC(loc) +RC(time) +

RC(vol) = 1, where 0 < RC(∗) < 1. Hence, if a cluster’s RC
in one dimension is significantly smaller than the other two
dimensions, this dimension is contributing the most to creating
the cluster.

Fig. 3(b) shows the distributions of RCs along the three
dimensions for all users. The most striking behavior is the much
lower RC in space than time or traffic volume: i.e., “where
a user is” drives the creation of the majority of clusters: The
location of a mobile user has a high probability to trigger some
routine service consumption activity. Hence, anticipating the
future location of a user should be the first target of a solution
aiming at predicting mobile user activity. However, we also
observe that locations alone do not explain all clusters. A non-
negligible fraction of clusters showing high RC in space and low
RC in time and traffic volume are also present in several cases.
We conclude that the three dimensions are complementary, and
though different weights, they are all important for an accurate
prediction of the behavior of mobile users. This is consistent
with – and explains – our results on the high joint predictability
of temporally correlated visited locations and consumed traffic.
Conclusions: To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work to (i) show the maximum predictability of personal mobile
data traffic volume and (ii) jointly consider user’s location and
mobile service usage in a per-user predictability analysis. Our
results indicate that there is a large space for predicting mobile
data traffic and adapting network optimizing solutions based
on the latter, such as for load balancing.
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